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Brexit and the City
Since the 2016 referendum the City has mostly
kept quiet on the possible consequences of a nodeal Brexit. With the likelihood of such an
outcome increasing, voices are beginning to be
heard and jobs and assets are being moved. Yet so
far the moves have been less cataclysmic than
forecast.
Representing one-third of Europe’s financial
sector, the City of London will of course not see a
collapse in trade with the EU. Sam Lowe of the
Centre for European Reform, a respected
commentator on the financial implications of
Brexit, puts it like this: “Anyone expecting a mass,
overnight exodus has not been paying attention.
The European regulators have been clever. They
are allowing certain functions to continue to
operate out of London for a fixed period of time.”
During that time staff will be redeployed and
branches or subsidiaries will be established. But
whatever the political pressure, it will be in both
sides' interest to protect trading relationships.
True, a Brexit without passporting rights or
regulatory equivalence will make it impossible or
at least harder for UK firms to service retail clients
in the EU, but most City business is institutional. A
more specific issue concerns dual listing.
Funds and other European investors will still want
access to the liquidity of the London market for
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dual-listed stocks such as Shell, Unilever and
Ryanair. The European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) is under pressure to give
equivalent status to share trading in London.
Without that, according to the London Stock
Exchange, EU investors could be forced to buy and
sell locally listed shares in less liquid markets,
quite possibly for worse prices, a fact which itself
could raise issues of MiFID II compliance.
According to the Financial Times, there are around
90 companies that could be impacted by this issue,
most of them having shares traded in London and
Dublin.
The Irish Stock Exchange (ISE), traditionally
closely tied to the London market, was acquired by
Euronext in March 2018 and now operates as
Euronext Dublin. However, it still relies on
settlement facilities in London, having no central
securities depository of its own. It plans to migrate
assets to a Belgian facility within two years but
obviously remains exposed in the event of a
disorderly Brexit. The Financial Times puts the
proportion of its shares that also have a London
listing at 90 per cent.
We can expect the lobbyists to be busy over the
next few weeks.
Helen Gibbons
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Editorial
In this edition of The Private Investor I’m delighted to include another contribution from Malcolm Howard, pulling together the
threads of the various accounting scandals that erupted in 2018. Readers will be aware that in the past year his articles on cases
such as Carillion and Patisserie Valerie have been ahead of the curve, highlighting the failings of the companies and their auditors
well before they garnered significant media attention.
I also include an introductory piece by UKSA's newest director, Sue Milton, who will boost UKSA's governance expertise and
extend the effectiveness and reach of UKSA's external relations. It's a pleasure too to welcome back Roy Colbran on a subject
we've been keen to cover in TPI for some time, that of inheritance tax, and Eric Chalker on the minutes of general meetings. I'm
very pleased to include an article by Mohammed Amin, who focuses more attention on the audit profession, as well as a wry
sideways look by Dean Buckner. John Hunter delves into the governance behind IFRS and is horrified by what he finds. Last but
not least, our director Rob McDonald sets out the challenges of sustaining UKSA's membership base. In future editions we will
include contributions from our Chairman, who has recently been travelling far from these shores.

Helen Gibbons

ScamSmart
The FCA has dusted down its ScamSmart campaign with a fresh series of media ads. The statistics on investment scams are
grim: it is estimated that £1.2bn is lost every year to investment scams in the UK and experienced investors are often the target.
The average loss is put at £32,000. In December the ScamSmart website attracted 3,145 unique visitors a day, roughly one
visit every 27 seconds.
The FCA advice is:
1 Treat all unexpected calls, e-mails and text messages with caution. Don’t assume they’re genuine, even if the person seems
to know some basic information about you.
2 Don’t be pressured into acting quickly. A genuine bank or financial services firm won’t mind waiting if you want time to
think.
3 If you’re buying a financial product such as a loan, insurance, investment or pension, only deal with an FCA-authorised
firm. Always access the FCA Register from the FCA website, rather than through links in e-mails or on a firm’s website (it
might be part of the scam).
4 Always double-check the URL and contact details of a firm in case it’s a ‘clone firm’ pretending to be a real firm, such as
your bank or a genuine investment firm.
5 Check the list of unauthorised firms and individuals the FCA has received complaints about.
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The problem with auditing – are procedures flawed or is it
incompetence?

by Malcolm Howard

In 2018, there were a number of auditing scandals:
• Carillion – taking sales too early, hiding debt in trade creditors, went bust; shareholders lost
everything;
• Luceco – inventory in the audited accounts clearly overstated. The company issued a number
of statements saying inventory values had been overstated. The shares fell from 233p to 51p. In
mid January they stood at 41p;
• Conviviality – there were no auditing concerns, yet the company was overtrading, ran out of cash
and went bust;
• Air Partner – on 3 April 2018 the company announced that it had discovered an accounting error.
The shares collapsed from 143p to 74p, but have since come back to 91p.
• Patisserie Holdings (holding company for Patisserie Valerie) – on 10 October 2018 the company announced that “the Board
has been notified of significant, and potentially fraudulent, accounting irregularities and therefore a potential mis-statement of
the Company’s accounts”. In fact, the latest audited accounts showed a cash balance of £28.5 million, whereas it was thought at
that time the real figure was a £10 million overdraft. This figure did not take account of outstanding creditors. The shares trading
at 430p were immediately suspended. The company is now in administration.
In every case, whenever a disaster happens the Finance Director is (rightly) sacked, but there is no sanction against the firm of auditors
or the partner signing off the audit which has included material misstatements.
Back to Patisserie Valerie, it is now known that the scandal is far worse than first thought. We are now told that the company never paid
rent as it fell due and only managed to pay when the bailiffs turned up. It has now been revealed that there has been an extensive
misstatement of its accounts and very significant manipulation of the balance sheet and profit and loss accounts. This includes thousands
of false entries in the company’s ledgers. Profitability and cash flow had been overstated and were ‘materially below’ the figures
announced in October. This would suggest the black hole is significantly greater than the £40 million advised at that time.
It is the FRC who lays down international auditing standards in the UK but they are the same as the international version. Now, as part
of auditing standards the auditor has to audit bank reconciliations and independently request a confirmation of bank balances such as
loans and charges etc. So why did Grant Thornton not realise the accounts were false?
There are, of course, other procedures that used to be used in auditing, all designed to ensure the accounts were accurate. These were
(as well as cash reconciliations):
(1) Check the age debt list (debtors) and calculate debtor days. Telephone a sample of debtors where payment is overdue
and especially where debtor days are high. This quickly identifies when sales are being taken early.
(2) Look at significant creditors (in PH’s case landlords being paid rent). Telephone a sample to enquire if everything is
OK. This procedure would have quickly found out the PH’s landlords were having significant problems.
(3) Check and count inventory and calculate inventory days. Be suspicious where inventory days are either high or
increasing and ensure management can justify the stock valuation.
(4) Check other assets and liabilities as per normal auditing methods, ensuring that valuations incorporate the latest
instruction from the IASB (International Accounting Standards Board) that valuations (especially for intangible assets) are
prudent.
If any of these procedures had been followed by Grant Thornton, then the fraud would have been spotted well before the directors
made millions of pounds selling share options. So the question has to be asked: are the auditing procedures fit for purpose or are
faulty audits simply down to incompetence?
The Financial Reporting Council (FRC) audits the auditors. At random they select a number of companies and assess the standard
of the audit. They then rank each audit into four categories:
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Good (category 1)
Limited improvements required (category 2A)
Improvements required (category 2B)
Significant improvements required (category 3)

One of the audits selected for assessment by the FRC was Grant Thornton’s audit of Patisserie Holdings 2017 (complete fiction)
accounts. The FRC gave Grant Thornton’s audit a clean bill of health (it is assumed therefore it was given category 1 or 2A), so it is
difficult to see how this organisation can apply any sanction given it approved the audit. A spokesman for the FRC was reported as
saying: “The FRC’s routine monitoring of audits is designed to ensure the audit was conducted in a satisfactory manner and not to
identify aspects such as fraud.” (source: The Times, page 38), January 14 2019). It can only be assumed, therefore, that the FRC’s audit
checks are merely ‘box ticking’. They, for example, could not have seen a bank reconciliation as there could not have been one.
On Thursday 24 January 2019 a group representing both ShareSoc and UKSA had a 90-minute meeting with the FRC on the subject
of ‘the future of audit’. As usual, they would not discuss Patisserie Holdings as they ‘cannot discuss individual companies’. They would
not tell us what category (categories, as above) they had given to this company’s audit.
What they did tell us was that all audits fall into two categories – PIEs and non-PIEs. A PIE is a public interest entity and here the auditing
standards are more stringent. All major institutions and full listed companies are PIEs, but AIM-listed companies are non-PIEs.
Nevertheless, it can be assumed that even non-PIE audits include cash reconciliations.
They have got the message that currently ‘going concern audits’ are template affairs and they are dealing with this by getting auditors
to justify a ‘going concern’ statement. What concerned me, though, is that the FRC seems to be focusing on ethics when the real problem
is lack of competence.
If investors are to make rational decisions, then the audited accounts should contain an opinion as to how safe the company’s banking
covenants are. These are conditions laid down by banks to continue debt facilities. If they are breached, the bank can evoke its ‘on
demand’ clause, which effectively puts the company into administration. For example, a particular covenant might be that there will
be a minimum percentage when comparing net profit to net debt. As things stand, we are told the company’s net debt figure and we
also know its banking facilities. What we don’t know is how close banking covenants are to being breached.
At the moment auditing procedures are opaque; we need clarity. FRC’s audit classifications are kept secret – they should be made public.
It addition to the new going concern procedure, the audit report should disclose (in the main body of their report, not hidden away).
• the average net cash/debt figure over the accounting period;
• an evaluation of critical banking covenants, relating to net debt. In this case, net debt would include amounts paid by banks
to the company’s creditors, currently shown as ‘trade creditors’ and not ‘debt’. For example, the auditor might state ‘if net profit
fell by 25%, then a critical banking covenant would be breached’.
Finally there must be sanctions against auditors approving accounts that contain ‘material misstatements’ ‘Material' means ‘significant’
and will vary from company to company. The larger the company the larger the ‘materiality’ figure, which can be found in the annual
report. For example, Luceco’s overstatement of inventory led to a reduction in profit of £5.2 million, whereas materiality was set at
£714,000. The penalty should be set at five times the audit fee and the partner signing the audit should be struck off. Only then will
accountancy firms take auditing seriously.

UKSA Annual General Meeting
UKSA will hold its AGM at 2pm on Tuesday 2 April.
The venue will once again be the RAF Club, 128 Piccadilly,
London W1J 7PY
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Eye's right
A sideways look by Dean Buckner
The satirical journal Private Eye published an exposé last week (11 January 2019 issue 1487) of the activities of pension provider Just
Group. Their findings should interest UKSA members, raising as they do the usual concerns about executive reward, the cosiness of the
relationship between firm and auditor, and the way that firms are able – apparently within the rules – to book speculative and uncertain
profits in advance, without waiting to earn them.
Just Group backs around £25bn of other people’s pensions, mainly with equity release mortgage assets. Like other firms in this market,
it provides a ‘no negative equity’ guarantee so that if the value of the loan plus the hefty rolled-up interest charges exceeds the value of
the property on exit, the borrower or their estate pays only the value realised on the property.
The PRA announced last year that the guarantee had been undervalued, and new rules came into force to ensure more stringent valuation,
although the new method will not come fully into force until 2032. This led the firm’s share price to halve, causing about £1bn of losses
for shareholders (although not its original owners, private equity house Permira, who for some reason sold their remaining stake in May
last year).
The article questions why matters have festered for so long, and speculates whether the firm’s auditors KPMG should be called to account.
Although the proposed new rules have been in consultation for nearly three years, only in 2018 did they point out any risk to the firm.
… more sceptical observers will note that Just Group's senior independent director Keith Nicholson, who should blow the
whistle on any looming trouble, and fellow non-executive Paul Bishop, are career beancounters who were partners at
KPMG until they retired in 2009 and 2014 respectively. Adding to the cosiness, both sit on the company's audit committee,
supposedly keeping tabs on KPMG's performance. Bishop chairs it.
It also claims that the PRA's delay in acting was the result of sustained lobbying from auditors KPMG and EY, and even the Institute of
Actuaries, noting that the recently published Kingman Review recommended that the new improved FRC should not cover actuaries. Is
it a coincidence that Sir John Kingman is chairman of Legal & General, ‘which has a sizeable share of the equity release pie and might
face its own financial reckoning’? Comparisons are made with Carillion.
What’s going on? As the Eye likes to say, perhaps we should be told.

The BEIS Committee’s inquiry on the future of audit
In mid-January UKSA and ShareSoc submitted a joint response to the consultation held by the Department of Business,
Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) into the future of audit. The full submission can be found here on the UKSA
website.

The submission also includes a recommendation
that the committee watch Lord Myners’ 2018
Autumn Address to the Institute and Faculty of
Actuaries entitled “In investment how do we
define long term?”
Click here to view the address.
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Get the minutes !
by Eric Chalker
A little known feature of the Companies Act is the right of a member to be sent, if requested, the minutes
of general meetings. This is true whether or not the member was present, but if your shares are held
by a nominee, the nominee would have to ask for them. General meetings of a company are those which
all shareholders (also called members) are entitled to attend.
There are few enough features in the Companies Act 2006 helpful to private investors (something
which UKSA ought to pursue), but sections 355 and 358 decidedly are. Section 355 requires a company
to “keep records comprising (inter alia) minutes of all proceedings of general meetings”. This wording
is important: “all” means with no exclusions and “proceedings” means what takes place within the
agenda. It is therefore not sufficient simply to record the resolutions which have been voted on,
although left unchallenged many companies try to get away with this. At one AGM, I even found a
purported set of minutes, containing just the resolutions, on my chair when I sat down before the
meeting had actually begun.
Section 358 gives members the right to a copy of general meeting minutes, for which one would
normally write to the company secretary. The section adds, “on payment of such fee as may be
prescribed”. I assume that would be by the Secretary of State, but I’m not aware that a fee has been
prescribed and I have certainly never been charged one.
Section 358 does more than this. It also lays down that if after 14 days a copy has not been sent, “an offence is committed by every officer
of the company who is in default”. Furthermore, everyone guilty “is liable on conviction to a fine” . That is unlikely to happen, of course,
but it is not to say this clause, if drawn to the company’s notice, would not provide some impetus to the request for a copy, or a request
that omissions from the minutes are remedied.
The full wording of these two sections can be found in Part 13 of the Act, on the internet. You don’t have to print the whole Act.
Now to the purpose of wanting the minutes. This is most likely to be to check that something you said, or someone else said, has been
properly recorded. Why do this? Because the directors ought to pay attention to what is said in general meetings and although you can’t
be sure they will, just because it is written down, when you go to the next AGM with the previous minutes in your hand your position will
be strengthened. At last year’s Premier Foods AGM I asked a scripted question of the senior auditor and simultaneously asked that my
question and his reply be recorded in the minutes. It took a while to be sent the minutes, because the company secretary had changed, but
my request had been complied with and I took the opportunity to press the board to deal with the issue (the value of intangibles) by the
next AGM.
I conclude this article with two astonishing occurrences. Having condemned the directors at the July 2017 Dods Group AGM (not least
because it was called for 09.00 in the City, but more for the sloppy way the company was being run), I wanted to be sure that my remarks
had been officially recorded. This was a meeting that was actually conducted by the company secretary, not the chairman, even though
the chairman was present. The secretary turned out to be a senior partner in a firm of solicitors in Manchester, who was ‘Head of Corporate’
but revealed he knew almost nothing about corporate governance. The correspondence began acerbically, but finished on very friendly,
first-name terms.
My AGM comments, which I sent him as invited, were added to the minutes, but the record was otherwise false, because two persons listed
as attending had, by the secretary’s admission, not been there and I was now able to see that there were not enough members there to have
carried the opposed special resolution to buy back shares, so it should have failed without a poll. I think that’s shocking, especially when
conducted by a lawyer.
I have recently been corresponding with another legally qualified company secretary, this time London-based, but just as ignorant. It’s
not over yet, but before he sent me a version of the minutes I had to quote the Companies Act, which in reply he then got wrong. He has
“redacted” the comments on the Q and A session and the proxy count. I have told him this is not good enough and drawn his attention
to the “offence” (already committed) and the potential “fine”.
This started because I had just asked for the proxy count. He told me the directors had forbidden him to release it and when I suggested
that it ought to be on the Greatland Gold website he denied this was an obligation, even under the Quoted Companies Alliance Corporate
Governance Code to which the directors supposedly adhere. As that code explicitly states the contrary, I have asked whether the directors
are to be seen as hypocrites, as well as in breach of the Companies Act. I await his reply with interest, not least as, this being a firm of
solicitors, there are several ways of increasing the pressure.
If company officers are caught out flagrantly breaking the rules in one of the few areas private investors can see, how much more likely
are they to be doing so where we cannot see?
Eric Chalker, UK Shareholders’ Association Policy Co-ordinator & Director, 2012-2016
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Who guards the guards? – the governance behind
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)?
Context

by John Hunter

In the October issue I reported the start of my journey to fill a 15-year gap in my knowledge of what
used to be my profession. I had got as far as failing to discover anything on the International
Accounting Standards Board (IASB) or IFRS websites that explained in a usable way what they
were trying to do.
In the subsequent four months there have been two developments. First I have learned much more,
and become increasingly horrified by what I have found. Second, an explosion of comment and
debate on accounting and audit, triggered by Carillion and Patisserie Valerie among others, has
exposed confusion and complacency and caused a re-examination of all aspects of the profession.
(The article by Adrian Phillips in the June TPI – ‘The Perils of a Craft Monopoly’ – got there first).
One aspect of accounting had so far escaped: the accounting standards themselves. But not any
longer. The Financial Times has always been sceptical, and more recently reaffirmed its doubts in
an article by Jonathan Ford. ‘At the heart of the problem is a misconception about the nature of accounts. In striving to make the numbers
say something meaningful about the current value of a company, the rulemakers have lost sight of the underlying purpose of audited
figures. This is to give external owners some assurance that their capital isn’t being abused by fraudulent or over-optimistic bosses.’
This isn’t quite how I would put it, but it does illustrate that there are genuine differences of opinion about what accounts are for. Clarity
of purpose becomes important, but – as we have seen – is conspicuously absent from the IFRS website.
This caused me to wonder how IFRS are actually set. Who or what controls the IASB? How is what they promulgate agreed by individual
countries? How do individual countries choose to incorporate IFRS in regulation? In short, what is the system of governance controlling
their relevance or application?
What I have learned is not encouraging.

The oversight structure
The IFRS foundation was incorporated in Delaware in 2001 with an objective ‘to develop IFRS Standards that bring transparency,
accountability and efficiency to financial markets around the world’. Mention of the word ‘markets’ and absence of the word
‘owners’ is already a warning, one would have thought.
A governance structure was rapidly put in place. To quote the IFRS website: ‘The IFRS Foundation has a three-tier governance structure,
based on an independent standard-setting Board of experts (International Accounting Standards Board), governed and overseen by
Trustees from around the world (IFRS Foundation Trustees) who in turn are accountable to a monitoring board of public authorities
(IFRS Foundation Monitoring Board).
(Incidentally, don’t you just love that word ‘independent’? Independent of what, exactly? Oversight? Investors? Common sense? When
used in this context without a qualifier it is almost always a sign of a governance shambles. “Methinks he doth protest too much….”)
What sort of people do you think are in the three tiers?

Board Appointments
• On the bottom rung, the IASB has 14 members chaired by a former chairman of the Dutch securities and markets regulator. The
sole UK representative joined the Board from Janus Henderson Investors.
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• On the middle rung are the IFRS Foundation Trustees, 22 of them. The website does not name them, but Deloitte’s website
iasplus.com does. 19 are from banking/accounting/regulation, two from general industry and just one is an investor (a Dutch
asset manager). The UK has one member – Dame Colette Bowe, Chairman of the UK Banking Standards Board. The Trustees
appoint the members of the IASB.
• On the top rung is the Monitoring Board. From the website: ‘The Monitoring Board consists of capital markets authorities
responsible for setting the form and content of financial reporting. Through the Monitoring Board, securities regulators that
allow or require the use of IFRS in their jurisdictions will be able to more effectively carry out their mandates regarding
investor protection, market integrity, and capital formation.’ The Monitoring Board has nine members, including one from
the European Commission and one from the US Securities and Exchange Commission. There is no representative from the
UK.
Iasplus.com says the Trustees appoint themselves (a self-perpetuating board). The IFRS website says the Trustees are “accountable
to the Monitoring Board”. Assuming the former is correct this is an interesting use of the word ‘accountable’.
I can find no information on how the Monitoring Board is appointed.
There is also a fourth body, discoverable on a different page of the IFRS website: the ‘IFRS Advisory Council’, appointed by the
Trustees to ‘provide the Trustees and the Board with broad strategic advice on both standard-setting and operational matters,
including advice on the Board’s standard-setting agenda’. It has 50 members!

Conclusion
This structure tells a story. First, the influence of the UK is minimal. Second, IFRS is targeted on helping regulators and markets, not
owners. It would not be surprising if it had lost sight of the main purpose of reporting and accounts in the UK, which is to serve
shareholders (in their capacity as owners, not traders) and, increasingly, society as a whole (‘other stakeholders’ as defined by S172
of the Companies Act).
It strikes me that my profession has a case to answer in failing to alert business and government to this mismatch; and that
now is the time to put that right by pulling ‘reform of standards’ into the drive for reform in the UK of audit, reporting and
the profession as a whole.

I have been greatly helped in my understanding by Dean Buckner – UKSA member and former Bank
Regulator – who directed me to a 2008 paper by Professor Whittington of Cambridge University analysing the
attempts to merge British and American accounting standards to form IFRS. That paper referenced a 2005
paper by Tim Bush explaining the principles and origins of the two sets of standards. (Tim is currently Head
of Governance and Financial Analysis at Pensions Investment and Research Consultants Ltd, and also a
member – with UKSA – of the group led by Natasha Landell-Mills of Sarasin partners campaigning for the
restoration of the ‘prudence principle’ in accounts.)
Tim Bush: ‘Divided by Common Language’ https://www.icaew.com/-/media/corporate/files/technical/corporategovernance/dialogue-in-corporate-governance/divided-by-common-language-publication.ashx
Professor Whittington: ‘Two world views’ https://www.scribd.com/document/187629487/Whittington-TwoWorld-Views-2008
John Hunter
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Introducing UKSA's newest director
by Sue Milton
As your new director, I thought it would be useful to summarise my experience and share some
ideas for strengthening UKSA’s voice.
I am a governance expert, focused on improving behaviour and relationships within
organisations, with owners and across the supply chain. As part of that work, I have been
discussing with Chairs and CEOs their views on investor engagement. Several feel
uncomfortable with their institutional investors, citing voting as having more to do with selfinterest than sound stewardship. I believe that good stewardship cannot happen until the
inherent injustices private investors face are addressed.
This partly open door is an opportunity to improve both board governance and investor
stewardship. Although excellent in what we do and say, UKSA is a small organisation and
Boards and Authorities (Regulators, Government) prefer to take notice of large groups ahead of the quality of what is being said.
Conclusion: we need to combine our efforts with others without compromising on those characteristics that make UKSA unique.
I will be developing UKSA’s External Relations to make sure we connect with relevant bodies, including the Media, but we need to start
from a position of strength by enhancing our internal co-ordination.
I want to meet with UKSA’s regional and campaigning groups. By finding out what your local interests and concerns are, with whom
you collaborate, and the communication channels you have established, we can combine efforts in promoting Members’ interests
nationally.
I will be contacting our groups but you can also contact me at sue.milton@uksa.co.uk or sue.milton@ssmga.london.

Business philosophy by numbers
•

Frank Brake (founder of Brake Brothers, entrepreneur and philanthropist):
‘Do the work of three people and pay yourself a third of the salary of one’.
(Times obituary - 12.1.19)

•

Typical FTSE 100 CEO:
Do the work of one person and get paid 160 times the average salary of one.
(Source: Research by High Pay Centre and CIPD – August 2018)

•

Typical S&P 500 CEO:
Do the work of one person and get paid 361 times the average salary of one.
(Source: The Guardian - August 2018)
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Inheritance Tax Simplification – the first report
by Roy Colbran
“Each year, fewer than 25,000 estates in the UK are liable for Inheritance Tax. This is less than
5% of all deaths.” I hope that, as successful investors, a much higher proportion of UKSA
members will leave estates large enough to fall within the IHT net. Accordingly I make no
apology for producing a few notes for Private Investor on the first report of the Office of Tax
Simplification (“OTS”) on the subject.
It tells us that despite IHT providing less than 1% of total taxes it is an almost uniquely unpopular
tax and seen as the most unfair of 11 major taxes. One concern is that wealthy people don’t pay.
This is borne out by a graph which shows that the average effective rate of tax is 20% for estates
valued between £2 and £6 or £7 million falling to only 10% for values of £10 million or more.
This is due to the various reliefs available, but unfortunately there is no analysis of the individual
effect of these, such as agricultural and business property reliefs and the spouse and charities
exemptions.
This first report concentrates on administration issues, leaving technical and design issues to the second, promised for spring 2019.
It points out that more than 10 times the number of estates than actually pay the tax have to submit IHT forms to obtain probate – almost
half of all deaths. Admittedly most of these will get away with the Short Form, but even that is quite formidable, requiring values to
be put on many classes of assets. And if the estate is over £1 million (not difficult with today’s property prices), the Long Form has
to be completed even if the whole estate is exempt because it is left to the surviving spouse or civil partner.
The report highlights the difficulties that lay executors have in meeting all the requirements because of the complexities, although
digging into the process reveals others unmentioned. As regards small estates, it simply suggests that HMRC should make changes
to current forms to reduce and simplify administration, including introducing a very short form for the simplest estates. Bearing in
mind that the report names six individuals as having worked on the project plus a nine-member Consultative Committee, I find it
disappointing that they have just thrown the job back to HMRC without putting forward positive ideas. Similarly, when it comes to
streamlining the payment and probate process the report simply suggests that HMRC should liaise with HM Courts and Tribunals
Service. If they really wanted their report to produce results, could the team not have taken more positive steps than this.
One area crying out for simplification is that of gifts within the seven years before death. The report certainly understates the problems
related to this, passing over lightly the fact that the limits of £3,000 per year for total gifts and £250 on individual gifts above the £3,000
limit have not been changed since 1981 and 1980 respectively. These limits are now so low in relation to current values that there must
surely be massive under-reporting. Yet the report expresses concern that increases would “of course have an Exchequer cost”, ignoring
the possibility that realistic figures might actually lead to fuller disclosure.
The exemption of gifts out of normal expenditure is another minefield. The official Government website simply says you can give
away “normal gifts out of your income, for example Christmas or birthday presents – you must be able to maintain your standard of
living after making the gift”. This gives no hint of HMRC’s requirements to show that gifts are such when in fact their form IHT403
requires a detailed analysis of the deceased’s income and expenditure year by year to prove this. Executors claiming this relief are
required to give separate figures of, for example, expenditure on travelling costs, entertainment and holidays. And HMRC retain the
right to ask for documentation to justify the figures. All this is apart from the assumption that the deceased will have left a clear record
of these gifts. This must be another area of gross under-reporting, but the OTS does not even seem to have considered the possibility.
A further problem facing executors is that the deadline for completion of forms is 12 months from the date of death, but the tax must
be paid within six months. It is hard to imagine a greater nonsense than this, but the OTS worry that if the deadline for tax were extended
to 12 months there would be a loss of income for the government due to the gap. Many people will, of course, be eager to get probate
and so will actually not take much advantage of the extra time. Moreover, since the income from IHT represents less than 1% of total
revenue it is hard to think that this is a serious issue.
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The requirement to pay the tax before probate is granted presents yet another hurdle since, of course, many assets cannot be accessed without
probate. In one case I dealt with, the only bank prepared to give the necessary loan was the deceased’s own and then subject to a £2,000
arrangement fee and interest at 3% over base rate, none of which could be offset. The OTS recognises the problem but goes no further than
to say there are multiple potential solutions and not one for all executors.
Overall I find this a disappointing report and can only hope, without much confidence, for the second covering technical and design issues
to be more promising. The two lead names conducting the review both came to the OTS from the private sector relatively recently and so
might have been open to fresh thinking. However the Head of Office who guided the team is on loan from HMRC. Also HMRC and the
Treasury are represented on the Consultative committee, all of which leads me to wonder how far the dead hand of those bodies is responsible
for the unimpressive set of recommendations.

Twitter comes of age
by Helen Gibbons
At an event I ran in Brighton last week, my guest speaker was a former computer programmer who had turned redundancy to advantage
and made himself an expert on tariffs, spurred by all the confusion surrounding the UK's future trading position. He used Twitter to
set out factual information and rapidly gained a loyal band of 15,000 followers. So successful has he become that he's now invited
to give talks and co-operate in research.
At that event I asked my 40-strong audience how many of them ever used Twitter. Only one had. My point was that just a couple of
years ago Twitter was of marginal importance. Now, political, social and economic debate is unthinkable without it. My audience
– average age of 65-plus – was missing out.
Twitter is an open platform. You can view it without signing up for an account. UKSA's Twitter activity can be viewed simply by
entering https://twitter.com/ukshareholders in a browser. It's a risk-free way of seeing what's going on. Why not give it a try?
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Membership – the need to grow and flourish
by Rob McDonald
It is no secret that the total membership of UKSA has experienced a slow decline for quite a number of
years now. From analysis it is clear that ageing demographics of the membership has resulted in those
leaving for age-related reasons outstripping new member recruitment and retention. It’s a trend that needs
to be reversed, primarily to replenish the available pool of willing and active volunteers, the lifeblood of
any voluntary organisation. Shortage of human resources currently represents a considerable hurdle to
acting on a number of board initiatives.
The addition of two new, very capable directors to the board, plus the fact that we are taking a temporary
breather from advancing the relationship with ShareSoc, will enable more time to concentrate on member
recruitment. The board is considering a number of proposals and in the face of other agencies competing
for investors’ attention will not shy away from being radical in its approach. Ideas may include but are
not restricted to the following.
• Creating additional membership classes (we already have two), including the possibility of Associate Membership.
• Advertising in finance-related periodicals.
• Advertising on appropriate digital media platforms based on reciprocal arrangements.
• Fostering links with universities.
• Considering ways for improving the membership offering.
• Incentivising existing members for active recruitment of new members.
• Raising UKSA’s profile on social media platforms.
However, of all board initiatives, membership recruitment is by its very nature one in which all members have a part to play. Indeed, none
of the above will make much progress at all without non-board members volunteering in some way to help.
Many of our members attend company AGMs, which clearly are fertile ground for potential new members. This idea is not new of course;
indeed, some active members have always used AGMs for spreading the word and taking the opportunity to distribute UKSA publicity
leaflets to other attendees. I don’t know how many members still do this, but I urge those that do or have done so to keep up the efforts
and I would encourage others to follow their lead.
When new members attend company meetings for the first time it is easy to feel like an outsider when so many of the attendees group
together as old friends. To the newcomer it can give the appearance of cliques and make them feel like an outsider. If members see
unfamiliar faces at company meetings, especially those who appear not to be integrating, I would encourage you to bring those newcomers
into your conversational groups and present a welcoming face to the organisation.
Finally, food for thought, I have just read through the bi-annual report on the Ownership of UK quoted shares by the Office of National
Statistics (not light reading!). What isn’t surprising in this report is the secular decline in individual investors’ direct holdings in UK shares
versus individual investors’ holdings in collective vehicles, ** emphasised by their quote ‘Share held by individual holds steady after
years of decline’.*
My point here is that UKSA should not and does not confine its message just to direct shareholders and we should recognise that those
who chose for their own reasons to invest only in unit trusts also have an interest in good corporate governance, remuneration policy,
effective auditing etc. and as such represent a legitimate target constituency for potential new members. So I would add to the above ideas:
• Consider other channels for communicating UKSA’s message to investors in collective vehicles.**
* Published in 2017 for data at the end of 2016. Office for National Statistics UK © Crown Copyright ** (including unit trusts, investment trusts and ETFs)

Editor's note: Rob is absolutely right that the strengthening of the Board should help the focus on recruitment, but we're always on the
lookout for volunteers. Recruitment is an area where volunteers could make a big difference.
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Audit reform – independent thinking
In a recent edition of TPI I suggested that one way of making auditors more independent would be to ban audit firms from doing any
consultancy work. My concern was that the cultural requirements for a successful consultancy business are very different to those
required for a successful audit business. The former requires an ability to build close long-term relationships with a company’s
management; the latter requires an ability to apply professional scepticism to approaches to financial reporting which are clearly at
odds with the interests of shareholders.
The argument all seemed fairly clear-cut in favour of a split – one of the solutions proposed by the Competition and Markets Authority
(CMA) in their review of the audit market. I was interested, therefore, when Mohammed Amin stated emphatically that splitting audit
and consultancy might achieve very little, could be counter-productive and would certainly be very difficult to achieve. With a
background as a partner at PwC I was interested to hear Amin’s reasoning.
During our discussion Amin presented a different view of the problem of auditor independence and how it could be addressed. Changes
to the way in which auditors are appointed, as proposed by Sir John Kingman, would not only break the unhealthy dependency that
currently exists between auditors and company directors, but they would also be comparatively easy to implement.
Amin kindly agreed to summarise his ideas on auditor independence for TPI and has done so below. His arguments for reforming
the way in which auditors are appointed represent a practical way forward and are strongly supported by UKSA and ShareSoc.
Peter Parry – Policy Director

Making auditors completely independent
A proposal from Mohammed Amin MBE, MA, FCA, AMCT, CTA (Fellow)
There is a widespread perception that auditors are insufficiently independent, and that this is a
key cause of recent UK audit failures. Fixing this requires radical action.
What qualifies me to have a view?
For over 19 years I was a tax partner in Price Waterhouse / PwC. As well as advising audit partners
on the appropriateness of clients’ accounting for tax, I also observed audit partners (and clients’
directors) in action at audit committee meetings. Equally illuminating was helping audit partners
prepare audit proposals for potential new clients.
I have also been on the client’s side of the table:
• For five years I was on the board and audit committee of Manchester Training and
Enterprise Council, a £40 million business audited by Ernst & Young.
• For six and a half years I was on the PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Supervisory Board and
on the firm’s audit and risk committee. PwC was a £2 billion business audited by
Horwath Clark Whitehill.
• For 18 months, I was on the Council and audit committee of Salford University,
turnover £180 million, audited by Grant Thornton.
A structurally adversarial relationship
In audit proposal documents and at audit pitches, prospective auditors always stress how well the audit firm will work with the client,
how smoothly things will go, etc.
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The reality is that the relationship of auditor and auditee is inherently adversarial.
Management do not want the financial statements to reveal the weaknesses of the business. Obviously profit shortfalls impact
negatively upon management bonuses and upon the share price and from time to time lead companies to descend into creative
accounting. Less obviously, the company making too much profit in a year is also a problem for management. Management often
seek to defer part of the profit into the future to smooth the results.
The sole reason for the existence of the auditor is to stop management getting away with such things.
The independence problems and the solutions
There is a widespread perception that if the firm providing the audit is also supplying significant amounts of non-audit services, the
auditor will be less tough to avoid the firm losing the non-audit work.
Non-audit services were a bigger issue in the past. After auditing disasters such as Enron regulators and shareholders have put
significant downward pressure on non-audit services. However, they are still perceived to be a major issue. There is no good argument
against a complete ban on non-audit services.
However, there are some services which are technically not audit services which it would be perverse to have performed by any other
firm. An example is reviewing the half-year results. Such services should be itemised, given a meaningful name such as “quasi-audit
services”, and provided only by the auditor as part of the overall audit contract.
The more fundamental problem is “who does the audit partner regard as the client?” If asked, all audit partners may be expected to
give the legally correct answer: their client is the company as a legal entity.
However, take a closer look at the relationship.
Who hires the auditor? The real decision is always taken by the audit committee, heavily influenced by management, especially by
the CFO. Shareholders merely rubberstamp the decision.
Who agrees the auditor’s fee? Shareholders invariably delegate this to the board of directors, who are heavily influenced by the CFO.
Who fires the auditor? In practice, the audit committee, heavily influenced by management. Shareholders invariably rubberstamp any
change of auditors proposed by the board.
When an audit partner has a client paying an audit fee of several million pounds per year, virtually the whole of their year is spent
auditing that client. For that partner, to have his firm fired as auditors is normally a career catastrophe.
Accordingly, audit partners set out to have a good relationship with the CFO, the CEO, the audit committee and the board of directors,
forgetting they are meant to be adversaries. The friendlier one is with the client’s individuals, the harder it becomes to challenge them
or to suspect them.
The solution, starting with PIEs (public interest entities) is to take away from the company the power to appoint the auditor, to set
the fee, and to remove the auditor. Instead, this role should be performed by a specialist outside body. That outside body would rapidly
build up expertise and would have a 100% view of the marketplace for PIE audits. It could compare audit firms and audit partners
better than anyone. To enable this the appointments body should receive confidential copies of all documents that auditors present
to company boards, most of which are presently never seen by anyone but the client’s board. Similarly, the body should have
unrestricted right to speak to audit partners.
Shareholders may complain that something important is being taken away from them. Such a complaint is not valid. Limited liability
is a privilege conferred on companies, and therefore on their shareholders, by the rest of society. The costs of audit failure do of course
fall upon shareholders, but they also fall upon employees, creditors and taxpayers.
Shareholders simply do not have the knowledge and expertise to choose and remove auditors. Furthermore, their present exercise of
that right is a sham, since shareholders effectively delegate it to the board, who in turn are too influenced by management.
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CURRENT UKSA EVENTS
A photo ID is requested. Please bring it with you!

Shareholder meeting with Vodafone plc – Tuesday 26 February 2019
Location
Start
Room capacity

1 Kingdom Street, London W2 6BY
11.00 (assemble from 10.30)
30

Company contact
Group leader / UKSA
organiser

Jodie Thornton
Nick Steiner - n.steiner@btinternet.com

Shareholder meeting with BP plc – Wednesday 1 May 2019
Location
Start
Room capacity

Full details due mid-March
11.30 (assemble from 11.00)
Full details due mid-March

Company contact
Group leader / UKSA
organiser

Full details due mid-March
Nick Steiner - n.steiner@btinternet.com

Meeting of UKSA Croydon & Purley Group – Tuesday 12 February 2019
Location

Spread Eagle, High Street, Croydon CRO 1QD
Starts at 11:30 with coffee from 11:00
Chairman: Harry Braund - harrycb@gmail.com

UKSA BRANCHES – If no contact name or number is given, please contact UKSA office
Branch name
Leader
London & South East Harry Braund
Region
020 8680 5872
harrycb@
gmail.com
Nick Steiner
London
company visits
Specialist company
Adrian Phillips
visits

Croydon & Purley

South West
North East

North West

SmartCo

Harry Braund
020 8680 5872
harrycb@
gmail.com
Peter Wilson
01453 834486
07712 591032
Brian Peart
01388 488419

Julian Mole
07870 890973
julian.mole@
btinternet.com
Charles Breese

Administration
Main purpose
Andrew Girvan
To co-ordinate activities in
020 8788 1665
London and the South-East
agirvan247@btinternet.co
m
Individual meeting
To arrange private meetings
organisers
with companies
Under review
To arrange and/or
participate in events in
conjunction with investor
service companies
Tony Birks
Social meetings to discuss
01322 669120
investment issues
ahbirks@btinternet.com

Description
Meetings in Croydon three
times a year

Peter Wilson
01453 834486
07712 591032
Julian Mole
07870 890973
julian.mole@
btinternet.com
Julian Mole 07870
890973
julian.mole@
btinternet.com
Charles Breese

Company visits and social
events as arranged

To arrange and develop
activities for members in the
region
To arrange and develop
activities for members in the
region

20/30 meetings per
year individually arranged
Meetings with small-company
management, for experienced
investors only
Meetings in Croydon monthly

Company visits and
social events as arranged

To arrange and develop
Company visits and
activities for members in the social events as arranged
region
Arranging access to 'Smart Programme awaiting
Companies' – those with the start-up
potential to make good
investment returns from
benefiting society at large

